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"Crap! You try saying that again?" Lin Hao was furious, what do you mean with a face that looks
down on the world I live in?

The River God then also explained to Lin Hao that it was a simple truth that the

reason their world collapsed was because the borders had become fragile and eroded by the void
space, and the stronger they were, the easier it was for them to cause the destruction of the world.

Comparing the strong to a bomb, that Earth space was a glass bottle, and this

world of the gods was an iron barrel, a little harder than glass, but once this energy was out of
control, it was all over!

Lin Hao looked at the other party very speechlessly, "So? Lu Wu Ai Lu Lu dye er

Shan? You guys waste your own cultivation, ah, you all become ordinary people, then won't it be
fine?"

This is similar to the legend of the shattered floodplain, where the floodplain was
unable to withstand the full force of a saint's battle aftermath, where the saint fought and directly

shattered the floodplain into pieces, and isn't this god realm now facing the same problem.

"Alas, you are wrong." The River God shook his head and laughed bitterly, "It is
useless for us to waste our own strength, but rather the power of this world itself is running out,
even if we all become ordinary people, this world will not be able to support much."



"Well, there is not much time left, you should get stronger quickly." River God
looked meaningfully at Lin Hao, "After all, as the world boundaries become weak, more portals
will appear in your world."

"If you're not strong enough, I can't guarantee that some crazy people who want to
stay alive will run to your world, and if you accidentally destroy your world, then you won't have
anywhere to cry."

As the River God finished speaking, he flung his hand and incorporated an

inscription into Lin Hao's sea of consciousness, "Get lost, it doesn't matter if your realm is raised

or not, just raise your strength."

As the last word of the River God fell, Lin Hao of Gu Yue City opened his eyes

with a start, and in a flash he was out of that weird temple and back to reality.

At the same time the idol in the sky above the City Lord's residence also
dissipated.

Damn it!

Lin Hao's face was ugly as hell, he didn't expect there to be this.

Earlier, he had thought of raising his strength as soon as possible, and that was

because through the information instilled by the inscriptions in his consciousness, Lin Hao knew
that these spirit domains were gradually disintegrating and then bordering on Earth space.



Then once they merged into one, the spirit beasts within these spirit domains
would rush out and the consequences would be unimaginable, and some of the spirit domains hid
incomparably powerful existences, which was why Lin Hao had promised the Dragon Master that

he would become a Dragon Master instructor and really try to improve his strength as much as
possible before the crisis came.

But just now, he had learnt even more terrible news from the River God, that those
spirit beasts would bring disaster to the Earth, but the Ancient Gods within this River God's spirit
domain, who had gone mad to stay alive, were enough to destroy the world!

Damn it, damn it!

Why is this happening!

"Brother Lin Hao did your cultivation go awry, why are you vomiting blood?
Don't scare me, can you hear me?"

Lin Hao's ears rang with Lei Ling's anxious words, Lei Ling's hand waved in front
of Lin Hao's eyes, Lin Hao then came back to his senses and hurriedly looked at Lei Ling: "I'm
fine, how could I have vomited ......"

Before Lin Hao could finish his sentence, he saw the puddle of crimson blood on

the ground, "MAD, it's okay for this old thing to screw me in the dream, but he's also vomiting
blood in reality?"



"Are you alright, Brother Lin Hao? Don't scare me." Lei Ling looked at Lin Hao

with an odd expression, why did he feel that this brother of his wasn't quite normal anymore?

Lin Hao sighed and said he was fine, but didn't explain much, instead of telling

others, it would only add to the trouble, he could only pray that this River God Spirit Domain

would give a little more strength and support him for a little longer.

Lin Hao was about to console the Thunder Spirit with a few words, but was
suddenly interrupted by an insensitive person

"Weak humans get out of the City Lord's Palace! This is not a place for you to
come!"

A strong aura raged through the courtyard where Lin Hao and the others were, the
trees in the courtyard swayed as if in a fierce wind, and the fallen leaves on the ground were swept
up by the fierce wind.

A second rank late stage Illusionary Spirit Master!

The seven members of the Yun Clan, led by Yun Feng, broke out of their
cultivation and quickly came to Lin Hao's side, looking up at the Ancient Gods in the sky above
the courtyard, Yun Feng's face was rather ugly, he was the strongest among the seven, but he
hadn't broken through to become a Second Grade Illusionary Spirit Battle Master realm.



Chapter 2032

In the skies above the other courtyard, an ancient god clan member, covered in black battle

armour, held a huge hammer in both hands, a pair of blue wings flapping continuously behind his
back, a single horn growing on top of his head, his body glowing with two light-coloured lustres,
and more than thirty inscriptions surrounding his body.

This man, with his unconventional and untamed appearance, is none other than the
Commander of the Ancient Yue Town Nurture Division, Gu cheng!

He had just returned from a mission and happened to see a divine manifestation.
After worshipping a bit, he learnt that a human had become an Illusionary Spirit Master, and what
made him even more furious was that a humble human had entered the City Lord's Palace,
something he could not stand!

For a weak human to be stationed in the City Master's House was undoubtedly an
insult to the Gods!

"Brother, let me do it!" Lei Ling's pretty face was frosty as she shook her body,
bones crackling all over her body, looking at the ancient city soaring in the sky above with a

leaping look.

On a pavilion somewhere in the City Lord's residence, a middle-aged man

dressed in brocade and fancy clothes, with a feather crown growing on top of his head, a
tri-coloured halo of light blossoming around him, hundreds of inscriptions manifesting
themselves, at this moment he looked at the scene happening in Lin Hao's courtyard with interest,
"Gu cheng still has this temper, a reckless man, how can he become a great weapon?"



This man was the Lord of Gu Yue City, Gu Sen.

Behind Gu Sen stood two delicate maids, the very same Linglong and Lingli who

had received Lin Hao's party into the City Lord's residence.

The City Lord had not gone out, but had always been in the City Lord's residence.

"Lord City Lord, the Lord of the Divine River has revealed himself to be a saint,
and his words are followed by the law, so if this matter is not known to the ancient city, I'm afraid

that I might have rushed these humans." Linglong stepped forward with some concern and

admonished in a small voice.

Gusen waved his hand and told Linglong to shut up, but did not answer Linglong's
question.

In Gusen's opinion, what Gu cheng, the Commander of the Zhenfu Division, said
was not wrong, if this Son of Heaven's Destiny, could not even defeat Gu cheng, how could he

talk about calling himself a Son of Heaven's Destiny?

So weak, how could he place his hopes on humans, even if the Lord of the River of
Gods had decreed it!

Although the ancient gods and humans live in harmony and do not suppress them,
but in their serious humans are just a slightly higher existence than pigs and sheep, their pride of
the free gods, not bullying the human race, is just not seen.



......

Lin Hao pulled Lei Ling behind him and looked at the man in the sky, "Since we
are not welcome in the City Lord's Mansion, why do you need to invite us to the City Lord's
Mansion?"

"Hahahaha, inviting you here! That's really funny, an existence like a mole, get
lost immediately!" Gu Cheng laughed wildly, "Get lost immediately! Or else don't blame me for
being ungracious!"

"You're looking for death!"

Lin Hao hadn't said anything yet, but Lei Ling was furious, the little girl was a
female Tyrannosaurus!

Lei Ling clenched her fist and swung her fist across the air towards the ancient city,
the force of her fist erupted into a shocking ripple and went straight for the ancient city! Lin Hao
was taken aback by Lei Ling's whole move, so fierce?

The terrifying energy formed a huge fist shadow that went straight for the ancient
city, and the space around the fist shadow rippled violently!



This punch was comparable to the full force of a second-grade early stage

Illusionary Spirit Master's strike!

The most important thing was that Lei Ling was not a martial artist, let alone an
illusionary spirit master!

Lu Fuyao closed the zero-shan Lu Yi? "Just a trivial skill!"

In response to Lei Ling's imposing punch, Gu cheng was completely unconcerned
as he raised his hammer with both hands and collided with it with a bang.

Bang!

The two hammers clashed with a violent muffled sound, the overbearing Geng Jin
Qi erupted as the two sides collided together and boomed once again!

Boom~!

The surrounding courtyard walls, the false mountains were affected by the

aftershocks and collapsed with a bang.

Lei Ling's face instantly paled a few shades as he steeply exploded back several

steps with a stifled grunt, while that ancient city merely trembled, but did not retreat half a step.



"Heh, it's not worth mentioning." Gu Cheng's face was disdainfully mocking,
while in his heart he was secretly shocked, this little girl looked incredibly soft and weak human,
but he didn't expect to hurt him!

"Che, making it look like how powerful you are." Lei Ling bristled, "Uncle, you
actually don't feel good either, don't pretend to look like you don't care."
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It was worth mentioning that with Lin Hao's help these days, they had also initially mastered the

language here.

Poked by the pain in his heart, Gu Cheng burst out, "You are given two choices!
Get lost yourselves! Or I'll tell you to get lost!"

Lei Ling frowned and wanted to make a move, but let Lin Hao stop him.

"It's fine to let us go!" Lin Hao stood with his arms folded, his gaze stern as he
stared at the other party, "Since it was your people who invited us here, then it's up to your people
to ask me to leave, otherwise, no one will try to drive us away!"

Just a moment ago, he felt an additional inscription in his sea of consciousness,
which I'm afraid was punched into his body by that old man, the River God!



Although Lin Hao's realm was very low and low, his combat power was very

strong, especially after the extra inscription, Lin Hao felt even stronger.

"Arrogant, then I'll cripple you and throw you out!" Being weak? Fuzzy Wuzzy

Aiyi Wuzzy Dye? human treated in such a manner, as a God race, it was a disgrace!

The heavy giant hammer in Gu Cheng's hand waved out a streak of shadow,
emitting a roar that was as deafening as an explosive thunder.

As the hammer swung, Geng Jin Qi burst forth, and Gu cheng was surrounded by
two kinds of radiance.

The moment the hammer swung to the extreme, Gu cheng let go of his hand and
the thousand pound hammer hammer came towards Lin Hao faster than the speed of a bullet!

Lin Hao narrowed his eyes as an aura of danger surged around him, the other party
had no intention of letting him leave the courtyard alive with such a heavy hand, so how could he

hold back!

A sword Qi surrounded by thunder appeared in Lin Hao's hand, Lin Hao
obviously didn't move, but several streaks of shadow appeared around him, waving the sword
splash!

This was the Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel!



He didn't seem to be moving, but in a flash he had already made six swords,
which eventually converged to form the seventh stance of the Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel!
One sword, seven kills!

Lin Hao raised his hand and waved his sword, the sword Qi compressed with the

ultimate thunder power, directly crossing the distance of space!

Ka-ching!

The huge hammer of Gu cheng came into contact with the sword qi wielded by

Lin Hao, without the slightest hindrance, the hammer cracked and flung away, the sword qi did

not break in the slightest, instead of decreasing in speed, it surged even more and headed straight

for Gu cheng!

Gu Cheng was directly stunned by Lin Hao's stunning sword strike, and stood

frozen in place, forgetting to dodge.

In fact, there was no way to dodge even if he wanted to, the sword was simply too
fast!

Damn it!



Seeing the stunning sword Qi that Lin Hao flung out with a raised hand, City Lord
Gusen was also startled, having looked away! This weak human was far stronger than he had
imagined!

"Little brother please be merciful!" Gusen couldn't help but speak up to stop him,
while moving even more slowly, quickly speeding from the pavilion!

A dazzling tri-coloured glow blossomed on Gusen's body, and his inscription was
even pushed to the limit, so he was fast enough to catch up!

With a fierce lift of his hand, Gusen flung out several inscriptions to intercept Lin
Hao's sword Qi.

However, to Gusen's dismay, the sword qi cut through his inscriptions and ran

towards him unabated!

"Damn it!"

Gritting his teeth, Gusen exploded his strongest strength and could only grit his

teeth and take Lin Hao's sword hard!

"Ah~!"



The ancient city behind Gu Sen didn't face this sword qi directly, but the mere
aftermath of it hit Gu Gu Sen so hard that he spat out blood and flew backwards hundreds of
meters away with a miserable scream.

Gusen also let out a stifled grunt, stepping in the void one after another to dislodge
the force and retreating a dozen steps back!

"How strong!" Gu Sen was secretly shocked, if Gu cheng had taken this sword, he
would have fallen directly on the spot, and even his hardened godly body would have been split

in two!

Lin Hao's sword looked simple and unadorned, but in fact, it had reached the

realm of simplifying the complicated and returning to the true.

Gu Sen was also slightly injured, but for the sake of saving face, he did not show
it.

Lei Ling didn't feel much about Lin Hao's sword being so terrifying, after all, his
brother Lin Hao had always been this strong, but Yun Feng's seven people were all petrified on the
spot, their mouths wide open for a long time.

This is not scientific! Why was Lin Hao's combat power so fierce when his realm

was so low?
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Gu Sen looked at Lin Hao with a rather annoyed expression, "Lin Hao boy, this City Lord told you
to stop, why don't you stop! Are you not putting this City Lord in your sights?"

Gu Sen was extremely upset and even a little angry at Lin Hao's actions, but Lin
Hao had also proved himself with his strength and was qualified enough to talk to Gu Sen.

This was why, after so many days of Lin Hao and the others arriving, Gusen had
been at the City Lord's residence, but had never summoned Lin Hao!

"In reply to the City Lord's words, firstly, that person had a murderous intent

towards me and I had to take action. Secondly, no offence was meant, but once I flung out this
sword qi, I couldn't control it."

Lin Hao did not know before that the City Lord had been in the City Lord's
residence, but now he knew? Closed the cover and served Lu Er Xi Di? , how else could the other

party have come out so coincidentally to block this sword for Gu cheng.

It is obvious that the other party is testing himself. It is true that strength prevails
everywhere you go, and since whoever has the hardest fist has the right to do so, there is no need
for him to give the other party face.

"Lord City Master, this humble human is trying to kill me! City Lord kill him, if
he is not of my race, his heart will be different!" Gu Cheng wiped the crystal clear blood from the

corner of his mouth as he swept in.



Gu Cheng was injured by the sword Qi wave, but most of the force gave way to
the crotch of City Master Gusen and did not hurt his life.

"Rubbish, not even as good as a humble human!" Without looking back, the
Gusen City Lord threw his hand behind him and slapped him, directly sending Gu cheng, who
had just run over, flying backwards again spitting out blood.

"What a pathetic fellow." Lei Ling spoke in amusement.

Gu Sen frowned at Lin Hao: "Kid, this is indeed the fault of my men, but he is,
after all, a member of my God Clan, you must give an account of today's incident."

"What do you want?"

Lin Hao didn't have any confidence in his heart, right now with two inscriptions he

could finish off Gu Gu who was a late second rank Illusionary Spirit Master, but against City Lord
Gusen, he didn't have any certainty, this guy was at least at the level of a mid third rank

Illusionary Spirit Master!

This was the highest realm of Illusionary Spirit Master Lin Hao had encountered so
far.

Gusen thought for a moment, "Here's the deal, two options, first, take three of my

moves and still stand up! Second, you win if you can make me take a step back within three
moves. But for completing either of these conditions, you will be a guest of honour at my City



Master's residence, and even more so, the first human Illusionary Spirit Master to be recognised

by my Gods!"

Sure enough, even if a human became an Illusionary Spirit Master, he might not
be treated well by the Ancient God Clan, after all, the humans in this world have been weak for far
too long!

"By the way, I forgot to tell you, I am a third grade late stage Illusionary Spirit

Master, you better be prepared in your heart, if you think you can't complete it, just break your

own arm and leave the City Master's Palace." With this sentence, Gu Sen was invariably
increasing Lin Hao's pressure.

Lei Ling and Yun Feng and the others gritted their teeth and glared at Gusen, Lei
Ling knew that he couldn't beat the other party, but he couldn't help but fight, these bastards, they
were simply bullying people too much!

On the contrary, Lin Hao was particularly calm and did not get angry, while in his
heart he was calculating whether this sword opening the Heavenly Gate could drive this guy back
a step.

At this moment, the one inscription infused by the River God in Lin Hao's sea of
consciousness emitted an azure glow, echoing that thunder inscription, and actually tended to

fuse.

"There's no need for three moves, one move is enough!" Lin Hao raised his head

and looked at Gusen with a faint smile.



Gusen laughed and said nothing, except that his eyes were full of contempt, how
could he be worthy of becoming a Servant of the Heavenly God Hall if he knew nothing of the
heavens?

The River God gave a decree to inform Gusen, but did not say that Lin Hao was

the Son of Heaven's Destiny, only that the Heavenly God Temple wanted Lin Hao to become a

retainer, thinking that he did not want more people to know this news.

A hundred inscriptions formed an arcane formation around Gusen, protecting him
and forming a curtain of light.

It was only a first grade early stage Illusionary Spirit Master, so I was afraid that

even this inscription light curtain would not be able to break through, not to mention repelling
him.

Lin Hao lifted his right hand, and an azure-coloured sword qi coalesced in his

hand!

The sword qi glowed with an azure blue halo, astonishing, like a ripple in the
autumn water, a thunder dragon was wrapped around the sword, it looked very nice, but gave
people a feminine feeling.
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There was not the sharpness of the sword, and even the dominance of the thunder dragon on that
sword could not be perceived.

Gu Sen was a little surprised, what was going on? Why did he feel a palpitating

feeling when the sword was so plain?

Yes, with the fusion of water attribute inscriptions, this sword appeared somewhat

feminine and bland, but bland but not ordinary!

"A sword to open the gates of heaven!"

Without any nonsense, Lin Hao lifted his hand and again used the seventh stance

of the Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel, One Sword Seven Killings, also known as One Sword
Opening the Gate of Heaven!

The sword qi was flung out like a breeze brushing the surface of a lake, creating
ripples all around the Thunder Spirit.

A dragon's roar rang out, and divine might appeared!

The sword qi transformed into a swimming dragon running towards Gusen with
teeth and claws, the thunder coalescing on each dragon scale, while the feminine water familiar
inscription transformed into ripples around the swimming dragon, just like a dragon returning to
the sea, riding the wind and breaking the waves, unstoppable!



"Not good~!"

The moment the thunder dragon appeared, Gusen's expression fiercely startled,
wanting to respond but it was already too late ......

The moment the thunder dragon appeared, Gusen's expression was suddenly
shocked, but it was too late to respond.

The inscriptions around Gusen's body glowed in various colours, and a three-foot
falcon appeared behind him, his right hand fiercely reaching out towards the sword Qi that Lin

Hao had inspired.

The curtain of light surrounding Gusen's body shattered the moment it touched

the sword qi, creating no stopping effect whatsoever.

In an instant, the sword qi collided with the eagle claw of Gusen's right hand, and
the two clashed with a toothsome sound, sparks flying everywhere!

Terror? The two collided with a terrifying sound. The force was so great that
Gusen couldn't help but grunt and take a half step back!

This is not all, the sword qi was not stopped by Gusen's eagle claw, it still
pounded forward, the brave man was fearless, the sword qi was indestructible.



The thunder entwined in the sword qi passed through the eagle's claws and into

Gusen's body, his body trembled and he could not help but scream in shock.

Gusen's face was ugly to the extreme, not daring to continue to resist Lin Hao's
sword hard, worthy of a violent deflection of his body to stagger away from the sword blade, the
eagle claw quickly dissipated, the blinding sword light shot straight up to the clouds, leaving a
flash of light across the sky.

"I've lost." Gu Sen sighed, Lin Hao had made him lose face, but he was not one to
play games, "You have proven yourself with your strength, you have the qualifications to speak
with me on an equal footing, from now on you will be a valued guest of my City Lord's residence
and can enter and leave any part of Gu Yue City."

"City Lord! This must not be done, he is just a humble human being!" Gu Cheng
was thrown out by Gu Sen's slap and only now did he run back, but unfortunately he had only just
returned and the dust had already settled from Lin Hao's sparring session with City Lord Gu Sen.

Without saying a word, Gusen slightly raised his hand up, scaring Gu cheng into
shutting up straight away without saying a word.

Lin Hao was just about to say that he would leave the City Lord's residence, he
was not used to staying here, he preferred to stay with his fellow clansmen, but before he could
say anything, a huge multicoloured auspicious cloud flew rapidly over from the sky, the cloud
was surrounded by a haze of light, the sky was descending with auspiciousness!



It looked a thousand metres away, but in the blink of an eye it was in the sky
above the City Lord's residence, enveloping it in a haze of light.

Within a day, there were two heavenly visions descending!

In Gu Yue City, both the human race and the Ancient God race all knelt down

reverently in the direction of the City Lord's residence and shouted, "Greetings to the God Envoy's
descent!"

Both Gu Sen and Gu Gu cheng were no exception, and both of them looked the

most pious. Gu Sen already knew a general idea that the God Envoy had descended, and must

have come for Lin Hao, the servant of the God Palace.

As the auspicious clouds surged, a woman of the Ancient God Clan wearing a

light-coloured long dress slowly descended from the auspicious clouds, her long dress dancing in
the wind and her long silver hair fluttering in the wind.

Lin Hao froze at the sight and almost blurted out: Lin Liuli?

Lin Hao took a closer look before he realised that the woman looked very similar
to Lin Liuli, both with translucent glazed bodies, a pair of antlers on her head and long, soft,
waterfall-like hair, but her face looked different, so she must be of the same race as Lin Liuli.
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"Gu Sen, City Lord of Gu Yue City, see Goddess A Yao of Yun Meng Ze!" Gu Sen bowed in a

respectful voice.

"There's no east or west side of Yun Meng Ze?" Lin Hao subconsciously blurted

out, coughing, a little too deeply poisoned.

From Yun Meng Ze? Coupled with the other party's name and appearance, well,
Lin Hao didn't even know what to say, wasn't it just little Yaoyao?

Hearing Lin Hao's words, a touch of frost flashed across Ah Yao's absolutely
beautiful face as she glared at Lin Hao with a glance, "Unbridled!"

With just one glance, Lin Hao seemed to be struck by thunder and fell to the

ground with a thud, his head seemed to be pressed against a titanic mountain, and he let out a

mouthful of fresh blood with a stifled grunt.

How strong!

Lei Ling saw the situation of the small face is incomparably angry, clenched a

small fist is about to make a move on the goddess A Yao, was Lin Hao hurriedly pulled back, and
hurriedly towards Lei Ling shook his head: can not fight ......

In contrast to Lei Ling's anger, A Yao is no better, this is the first time in more than
a hundred years she is so angry, the east and west of the cloud dream zephyr is a taboo in A Yao's
heart, like a thorn in the side!



The eastern side of the Cloud Dreaming Zone is bordered by the space of collapse
and the western side by the Realm of Death, where those assholes live.

"The human race has really emerged as Illusionary Spirit Masters, but
unfortunately, they are really pathetically weak." Ah Yao looked at Lin Hao and the others with

disdain, the strongest of them had not even reached the second grade Illusionary Spirit Master,
they were simply pitifully weak!

Almost the first time she saw Lin Hao and the others, Ah Yao confirmed one thing,
even if the human race had produced the Son of Heaven's Destiny, it was no longer possible for
the Ancient God Race to place their hopes on such a weak? Chashan Ai land Wu Fu Ai? s human

race!

"Goddess Ah Yao, this is a servant personally chosen by the Lord God." Gusen
hurriedly opened his mouth to remind, if the servant chosen by the God Lord was killed by

Goddess A Yao, it would be the end, Gusen wanted more than anything to tell the other party that

although this human's realm was low, his strength was really not weak.

"A servant is just a servant, such a weak human to be a servant to the old ancestor
is simply an insult to the old ancestor." Ah Yao did not take this matter to heart in the slightest,
looking at Lin Hao with pity in her eyes, as if looking at a slightly stronger mole cricket was no

different.

Lin Hao's brows furrowed, this Ah Yao's taunting skill was simply lit to the full,
as taunting as looking at the corpse of an enemy and saying 'Ah Yao cries out in pain for you'.



Besides, since when did he become that old fish head's servant? You guys want

Laozi to be this servant, but Laozi doesn't want it yet!

Lin Hao wiped away the blood from the corner of his mouth and grinned lightly,
"That's good, just what I want, if you don't stay here, you can stay here, Ling'er, Master Yun, let's
go!"

Without any hesitation, Lin Hao and the others turned around and left, Lei Ling
even gave a fierce glare at Ah Yao as she was leaving, while waving her little fist.

Ah Yao even wanted to laugh a little at this, how could a strong man care about the

threat of a mole.

It was Gusen who was in a bit of a quandary and wanted to say something, but Ah
Yao waved her hand, "No need to say more, this person is not qualified, as for the old ancestor's
side this Goddess will go and speak to him personally, since you are the Lord of this city, then
gather all the Ancient Gods here and prepare for the war to come."

Gu Sen's face instantly fell, was there going to be a war with the undead again?

But why, why did it start with Gu Yue City?

Ah Yao didn't explain and went alone to the only forbidden area in the City Lord's
Palace, the Ancient God Temple, she had to contact the Divine River Ancestor through the Divine
Residence, once someone from the Heavenly God Temple left the Cloud Mist Forbidden Land,



those assholes from the Realm of Death would inevitably follow, as disgusting as a fly smelling

rotting flesh.

Lin Hao and his group of nine left the City Lord's residence to look for Feng Yue
who had brought them into the city. Since they were humans who had come out of the City Lord's
residence, the human races in the city were all respectful when they saw Lin Hao and his group.

After all, no human had ever set foot in the City Lord's Mansion before.

With the help of these people, and the fact that Feng Yue was quite famous in the

city, it was very easy to find them.

Lin Hao met Feng Yue at a tavern in the south of the city, which he had opened

himself.
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When Feng Yue saw Lin Hao and the others, they all knelt down and worshipped, shouting Lord
God, causing Lin Hao and Lei Ling to be incredibly awkward.

No matter how Lin Hao and the others explained it was useless, the other party
should still worship, and after hearing Feng Yue's explanation, everyone in the tavern followed
suit and kneeled down.



"Ugh, feudal thinking kills people." Lin Hao sighed, and then discussed with Feng
Yue, trying to find a temporary place to stay.

This almost made Feng Yue happy, and he invited Lin Hao and the others to a

separate courtyard like ancestors, where they were treated like ancestors, much to the envy of his
neighbours.

Lin Hao and the others stayed in the small courtyard arranged by Feng Yue in the
south of the city for the time being, but Lei Ling asked in a somewhat sullen manner, "Brother Lin
Hao, what should we do next, do you have any plans?"

Lin Hao also frowned, yes, what next?

Once he knew the situation of this River God Spiritual Domain Lin Hao

understood that their mission to explore the core of the Spiritual Domain was considered a direct
nullification.

This aspect of the world was still in the hands of these natives, and the core was

naturally under their control, not to mention that the Ancient Gods here gave him a very

uncomfortable feeling, it was time to find a way to leave sooner rather than later.

"Find a chance to leave, I sense that the entrance we came in through is closed."
Lin Hao shook his head helplessly, "The mission to find the core is considered null and void, what
we need to do now is to get out of here as soon as possible and inform China of the situation here,
otherwise we'll be too passive."



"Master Lin is right, the situation here has far exceeded our knowledge and

understanding, this is not a place to stay for long." Yun Feng hurriedly agreed, only when he
arrived here did he realise what it meant to say that there were people outside of the sky.

His strength was ranked among the best in Jinling, the head of a generation of

hidden families, but when he arrived here, he was a bit too ordinary, and he was constrained by

others in every way, suffocating.

"Alright." Lei Ling nodded sullenly.

"What's wrong with Ling'er? Still aggravated." Lin Hao looked at Lei Ling's sullen
look and comforted her twice, "Don't think so much, no matter where you are it's a world where

the weak eat the strong and strength is paramount, there's nothing strange about us not being

strong enough and being looked down upon by the other side."

"Just try to become stronger and step over those who look down on you, why be

condescending, it's not making it difficult for yourself to make the other side happy."

The two little ponytails waved as Lei Ling shook her head, unhappily bristling,
"Ling'er is not being condescending, I just can't see you being condescending, humph, just a
bunch of half-human, half-demon oddballs, what's there to be proud of."

This is true for Lei Ling, these ancient gods are just like? The ancient gods are just

like? There was no difference between these ancient gods and the demons in mythology.



Lin Hao rubbed Lei Ling's head, "It's okay, brother is not aggrieved, let's see, see
you sulking, brother tell you a joke to cheer you up?"

Even before the joke was told, Lei Ling pulled the corners of her mouth to smile

and nodded her head with immense happiness, even Yun Feng came up with interest.

It was just a pity that after a few minutes, not only did none of them laugh, they
even felt creeped out. When Lin Hao saw that everyone was so interested, he cleared his throat,
accompanied by Lin Hao's low, magnetic voice ringing out: In the words, on a night with a
thunderstorm, it was dark all around and lightning flashed in bursts ......

"Wait a minute, brother, are you sure this is a joke?" Lei Ling hurriedly interrupted
Lin Hao's words.

Lin Hao rolled his eyes: what else?

Lin Hao continued to speak.

A man looked at the lightning and thunder outside the house, and then looked at

the cute little girl who was holding his hand. The little girl saw the man looking over and was

pitiful, her pretty face full of fear: "Brother, I'm scared."

The man took out a packet of cigarettes from his pocket, shakily lifted one out and
lit it, taking a deep puff: "Wait a minute, little girl, I'm more scared than you are."



"I remember being the only one in this room ......"

"Well the story is over, is it funny?" Lin Hao winked peevishly.

Chapter 2038

The corners of Yun Feng's mouth twitched as he turned away with a black face.

Lei Ling's pretty face turned white and she felt bad about her whole being.

That's it?

You're saying this is a joke?

Lei Ling didn't find it funny at all, and even felt a gust of gloomy wind blowing

behind her!

Angry, Lei Ling glared at Lin Hao with a deadly glare, "Brother Lin Hao, luckily
it's daytime now, if you told me this as a bedtime story, I could have hammered your head off!"



Lin Hao laughed heatedly, don't care if the story was funny or not, anyway,
looking at Lei Ling's appearance, he was in a much better mood.

"Let's go, let's go to Feng Yue's tavern for dinner." Lin Hao smiled and dragged

Lei Ling to Feng Yue.

When he heard that Lin Hao and the others were going to eat, Feng Yue went to
cook for them himself, not letting anyone else interfere at all, as if he wanted to serve these

ancestors himself.

Lin Hao and the others felt very helpless, always feeling indebted to others, but
the key was that Lin Hao did not have the currency for this, so he had to take out two torches from
the Thunder Space and give them to Feng Yue, after all, the means of lighting they used here was
still very old, either glowing stones or candlelight.

At first Feng Yue refused, but when Lin Hao said that the gods had given them to

him, Feng Yue was so excited that he bowed three times to accept them, and after Lin Hao taught
him how to use them, Feng Yue exclaimed, "It's a miracle.

The next Lei Ling breathlessly held his forehead: "It's hopeless, forget it, let's
pretend that we are crossing over to God? Wu Yi serving Shan Shan land whisk? Word era went."

A torch has made people's mouths water with joy.



Even when they were eating, Feng Yue was standing by, making Lin Hao very

uncomfortable. Lin Hao looked at Feng Yue helplessly, "Boss, those two customers are fighting,
don't you care?"

"Nothing let them fight." Feng Yue shook his head with disinterest.

"But the customers are God."

"Right, the customers are God, God fights, that's the battle of the gods, how can I,
a mortal, get involved." Feng Yue still had no intention of leaving in a serious manner,
surprisingly after learning from Lin Hao all these days, he would live and learn.

Lei Ling with is a puff of laughter, God damn the battle of the gods, this uncle is
also a living treasure.

Lin Hao is also quite helpless, it seems that we can only play a trick: "But the two
of them fought and ran away, did not pay it."

"What!"

Feng Yue froze and touched his hand to his back waist, pulling out his kitchen
knife with a swish, "Bah, still the battle of the gods, I want them to have the twilight of the gods

today!"



"Hahahaha~!"

Looking at Feng Yue who was furiously chasing out with his sword, Lin Hao and
Lei Ling looked at each other with four eyes and laughed out a pig squeal.

For the next few days, Lin Hao stayed with Feng Yue, and also went out of the city
many times to explore the spatial exit, but found nothing, and there was even less to ask the

human race about.

As for the Ancient Gods, it seemed that Goddess A Yao had given orders to ask

those Ancient Gods, and none of them gave Lin Hao a good look.

The relationship with Feng Yue was quite good in the past few days, and Feng Yue
was not under so much pressure to face Lin Hao, although in his eyes Lin Hao and the others were
gods, but this god was a little too grounded.

On that day, Lin Hao and his group had breakfast and were ready to split up and

leave the city, heading further away to explore the exit.

Only before they could leave the city, they were interrupted straight away.

From the west flew a pitch-black dark cloud, which tumbled and kept

transforming into all sorts of terrifying monsters. The dark cloud flew in and directly set off a

cold and biting hurricane in Gu Yue City.



The dense Yin Qi was filled with an aura of death and filled every corner of
Ancient Yue City!

Almost instantly, the ordinary people in the city were all affected, their bodies
rapidly weakened, and those who were old and weak, and those who were sick and disabled, fell
unconscious on the spot with their vitality rapidly draining away.

Even Feng Yue resisted somewhat, weakly holding onto the wall, his face terribly
white.

"It's so cold, and the aura ......" Lei Ling instinctively felt familiar.

Yun Feng a few people like a great enemy, they are illusionary spirit battle master,
much stronger than ordinary people physique, but still feel the Yin Qi invade themselves, corrode
the spiritual Qi in their body, what the hell is this?
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Lin Hao's face was ugly to the extreme: "Damn it, this is the evil wind of hell from the Nine

Underworlds!"

This scent was exactly the same as the Yin Qi that swept through the Thunder
Splitting Mountain Spiritual Domain back then, a scent Lin Hao was all too familiar with!



Why?

This spirit domain actually had this nether wind appear too, did it mean that this

world also bordered the world of the undead? And are the boundaries unstable too?

The two inscriptions within Lin Hao's sea of consciousness lit up, and a dense life
aura surged out, accompanied by a flash of thunder, enveloping Feng Yue and the others!

The breath of life maintained their life force, while the thunder mangles expelled
these Yin Qi from corroding their bodies. Unfortunately, the Xuan Yuan Sword was not here, and
Lin Hao only enveloped the area around this small courtyard.

The rest of the place, Lin Hao had no intention to do so.

"Thank you, Lord Deity, thank you, Lord Deity." The group of people who were
being protected by Feng Yue, the ghosts bowed down on the ground.

Lin Hao didn't bother with them for the moment, but looked towards the group

that had already swept to the ancient? I closed the ground to zero intention to serve er? The dark

clouds outside the city of Feng Yue were made of the purest form of death Qi, and one could even
see the shadowy Yin soldiers in the dark clouds.

This was a world of chaos, a strange world where the living and the undead

coexisted!



"Quick, hold the gates!"

"Get over there, those assholes are coming over!"

There were noisy footsteps all around as the Ancient Gods converged towards the
city gates from all sides of the city, and the City Lord's residence even lit up with a haze of light,
the Goddess A Yao was out in force!

The haze of light enveloped the whole of Gu Yue City, containing the five colours,
and under the auspicious Qi envelope, the Yin Qi within Gu Yue City dimmed considerably, but
it was not removed.

Those who were able to rise up in the air were either Ancient Gods with wings or
had reached the realm of second-class Illusionary Spirit Masters.

With the haze of Goddess A Yao, Feng Yue and the others were unhindered for the
time being, Lin Hao told Feng Yue to take care of himself, pulled Lei Ling to condense a sword qi
under his feet and flew with his sword, "Let's go, let's go and take a look too."

Yun Feng and the others, apart from Yun Feng who had reached the second rank of

Illusionary Spirit Battle Master and could follow Lin Hao in the air, the other six could only

quickly leap on the eaves with their strength and quickly rush towards the city gates.



"Eh? You can walk through the air without reaching second rank Illusionary Spirit

Master?" Ah Yao spotted Lin Hao and his group and was slightly surprised to see that Lin Hao was
only at the early first grade realm and could actually walk through the air, but it didn't change the
fact that Lin Hao's realm was very poor, he just took a glance at them and moved his gaze away

with great disdain.

Lin Hao was not happy about this, but said nothing and jumped onto the roof of

the nearest pavilion to the city gate with Yun Feng, not going directly up to the city tower to join
in the fun, but standing far away to watch.

Above the city tower, Ah Yao and Gu cheng were stamping their feet in the void,
their faces incomparably disgusted as they stared at the dark cloud, as if something very

disgusting was hiding in the dark cloud.

"Jie Jie, I didn't expect it to be Goddess A Yao of Yun Meng Ze who had arrived

in person, O Goddess, return to the embrace of death, it's easier to find light in the darkness!"

From the dark clouds came the strange laughter of Yin Jie Jie, the sound was so

harsh and unpleasant that even Lin Hao felt his head swelling a little, this thing even came with a
sound wave attack?

"You are a bunch of degenerate assholes!" Ah Yao shouted coldly and delicately,
"How many small worlds have you destroyed, you deserve to die!"

"Hehehe, life is short, for death is eternal!"



"It is not us who destroyed the small worlds, but you, the only way to gain new
life is to die, to live from death is the ultimate destination of this world, and the chance for this

world to regain its life!" The cold, piercing voice rang out once again.

Hearing this, Lin Hao subconsciously nodded, "Twilight of the gods, dawn on
earth."

"What?" Lei Ling didn't understand how Lin Hao could suddenly say this phrase,
what did the twilight of the gods have to do with the dawn of the earth?

Lin Hao explained to Lei Ling, "Twilight of the Gods, Dawn of the Earth is from a

western mythological story, because of the battle of the gods, the world was flooded by the sea,
as the sea receded, the surviving gods and people re-established a new world order and the world

was reborn."

Chapter 2040

"It's almost similar to what that monster on the other side said about living towards death;
Twilight of the Gods, Dawn of the Earth means 'if you want the people of Asgard to survive, you
have to destroy Asgard'. The other side probably meant the same thing, that if they wanted this

god world to be able to continue living, they had to destroy this side of the world first." Lin Hao
said no more as he finished speaking, he had come to the front of the Bridge of Naiads.

Could it be that this group might also be the Ancient God Race, but knew deep

down that all the worlds in which the Ancient God Race was located would crumble, so they had
fallen into such dead creatures, living towards death to build another world and continue to

perpetuate this race?



A special form of being born to death.

"Strong words! I, the Ancient Gods, have nothing to say to you assholes! Come
and fight!" The inscriptions around Ah Yao's body detached from her body and surrounded her

before rising up into the sky with Ah Yao.

At the same time, two people emerged from the dark clouds, a man with a horse's
face and a man with a bull's head, if it isn't a bull's head and a horse's face!

The two monsters were enveloped in a dark and sinister aura, the bull-head
holding a lock and the horse-faced carrying a ten-foot-long, arm-thick, black-lacquered chain.

Knock, knock!

The sound of war drums resounded from both camps!

A great battle is about to break out!

Even Lin Hao's blood was boiling at the sound of the drums, and his heart was

filled with the urge to draw his sword and kill the enemy!



Lin Hao found that not only himself, but also Yun Feng and Lei Ling and the

others, had their faces flushed and their fists clenched, their eyes fixed on the direction outside the
city.

This war drum had the ability to induce emotions of battle intent!

The dark clouds above the city also resounded with the irritating sound of dark
drums, the sound of the drums was low and piercing, affecting the mind and creating an aura of

fear!

At this moment, Lin Hao was like being in the middle of an ancient battlefield,
amidst thousands of horses and armies, and that kind of slaughter filled the surrounding air? The

aura of slaughter filled the air around him. The air around him was filled with a sense of slaughter.

"Kill!" The horse-faced monster flung the chain in his hand, and a steady stream of

soldiers wearing armour and covered in black qi fell from the dark clouds, and soon, tens of
thousands of enemies gathered densely outside the city.

In front of the city gates, the Gu Yue City defenders were also close to 30,000 in

number, neatly arranged, with fierce beasts riding on their hips, wearing armour and standing at

attention, and the winged Ancient Gods were neatly stabilised in the sky above.

With a wave of her hand, a staff full of divine light appeared in her hand, and Ah

Yao waved it towards the front and pointed it violently, "Kill!"



The shouting and killing sounds from both sides shook the sky, and thousands of
troops and horses collapsed, shaking the sky and earth, raising a roll of smoke and dust.

As for Gusen, Ah Yao and the others, none of them had any intention to fight, nor
did the strong men on the other side have any intention to participate in the battle, they just let the
low-end strength and huge number of soldiers fight against each other to consume!

Lin Hao couldn't calm his mood for a long time, this was the real ancient
battlefield, right!

The Gu Yue City defenders and the enemy fought bravely and killed in four, their
eyes were as red as if they had been killed, wielding their weapons and charging bravely and

fearlessly.

Soldiers who fell were immediately replaced by those behind them and continued
to charge forward, those who fell would be trampled to death by the soldiers coming up from

behind, if not dead!

Golden gorillas clashed, sparks flew, and blood gradually dyed the ground

red ......

"Brother, look!" Lei Ling noticed that something was wrong, the human race in the
city had suffered a huge impact.



The war drums from both sides were fighting each other just now, boosting the
morale of their own soldiers while at the same time, they would also shock the morale of the

opposite side, both sides were affected.

First, a bad wind came with the dark clouds, affecting the whole city, and now,
with the trembling of the drums, a large number of ordinary people fell to the ground bleeding

from seven orifices, and even those who did not die were struggling to hold on, with blood
flowing from their mouths and noses.

Lin Hao withdrew his gaze from the battlefield, and when he saw the situation in

the city, he was also shocked, what should we do?

I'm afraid that before the two sides could tell the winner, all the human beings in
the city would be dead, there were at least 300,000 human beings in the entire Gu Yue City!
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